BRIAN GERRISH written by SHARON ZAKI
The following is in response to my 11/3/13 email that I sent to a number
of people [which didn’t include those already widely exposed as shills] in
the 'alternative media' which states, “I have come to realise how
dangerous the 'controlled opposition' are to Truth as they are so
successful at thwarting the efforts of genuine NWO warriors. Shills and
fake 'victims' are insidious creatures and more dangerous than a corrupt
establishment. Please
see http://www.sharonkilby.co.uk/site/WAR_ON_SHILLS.php for more.
I believe the Hollie Greig story holds the key to revealing many shills
currently prominent in the so-called 'Truth Movement'.
If you are not a shill, please will you respond asap and show me where
on your site you are now publicly declaring that the the HG story is a
hoax. Please also let me know what you intend to do to expose the
shills/fake 'victims' and also whether or not you intend to do your level
best to find out and expose who is really behind the Hollie Greig story
and why.”
Brian Gerrish - the kingpin of psy-ops; disinfo agent extraordinaire.
This guy stoops to new lows. He is breathtakingly arrogant and slippery.
It greatly saddens me to know that men like Brian Gerrish and all his
non-truther comrades exist among us. I can't imagine how great it must
sadden God. I will expose this man and all the rest of these scum bags
while there is breath in my body. I am calling them out for what they
are:- Snakes. Liars. Deceivers.
I had not written to BG; he contacted me to assert his right of reply,
which is published in full in our email exchanges which are published
just below. When you read his emails you will be gobsmacked at the
things he says. Please make your own mind up as to whether or not you
think he is a shill. BG knows what I think of him.
In his first email he states, "See you are attacking me based on the
'evidence' that I didn't help someone. Unfortunately there are many I
can't help there are too many. Calls and more calls every week. Do you
have a phone number I am happy to talk direct? Hopefully I get a chance
to defend myself." When I asked him to show me how
many genuine victims he'd helped or raised publicity for, he replied with
a vague, "I have many cases..."

Brian is another so-called 'Truther' who unquestioningly supports the HG
story. This is despite the fact he too cannot produce evidence to support
it and he will not release the evidence he says he has "just to placate the
Hollie Hoax idiots". He didn't even respond to my request that he
just name the 22 people Hollie is alleged to have said are her abusers
[as far as I am aware only 14 of those people have been named.]
He claims the Scottish authorities spent £750,000 to try and shut the
case up. Twice I asked him to send me copies of the official
documentation showing the breakdown of public funding in regards to
this scandalous misuse of public money, of which he is an accomplice.
He didn't. He states that the Scottish police admitted there was no
investigation. Twice I asked him for a copy of the police documentation
which states this. No response!
He likes to connect the HG story with the Savile situation. There is no
comparison. Greg L-W sums it up well here: "There is no link between
the facts surrounding the Jimmy Savile serial abuses that are
increasingly well documented with credible, verifiable evidence. The
many claims related to Savile are related and mutually supportive,
specific details from unrelated sources show a clear pattern of
behaviour. The STORIES related to Hollie Greig have been shown to be
unsubstantiated, unsustainable, uncorroborated and without a shred of
valid admissible evidence. Many have seen Hollie Greig and she is
clearly an unreliable and unsound witness unlike the many various
articulate and credible witnesses speaking out to expose their very
personal predation by Jimmy Savile and others in his clique. There is
not a shred of credible evidence in support of the STORIES of abuse of
Hollie Greig, unless one counts her abuse by Anne Greig, David Icke,
Robert Green, Matt Quinn, Belinda McKenzie, Brian Gerrish, Ian
McFerran and their ilk who have jointly and severally set out to abuse
her infantile communications skills and inability to rebut the STORIES
told about her." Also BG likes to think the HG case is "key to exposing
high level abuse rings in the Scottish Establishment". No. no, no, it has
achieved the opposite; which was/is the intention of the people who
are really behind this story.
He says the answer is to get it into court. He wasn't/isn't bothered about
that when it comes to publicising the HDJ work of fiction! Why won't he
allow the HGH group a platform to answer the allegations with
their EVIDENCE? He, just like RDH, won't even acknowledge my
suggestion of asking AG to show us a video of her and HG engaging in
everyday chitchat.

As for the shills, he won't even acknowledge them; he just refers to "so
many people who are either ignorant, do the wrong thing for personal
reasons or are professionals". And he's certainly not going to "waste
time on them". He prefers to "concentrate on the key people we know
are part of the NWO agenda". He doesn't name these 'key people'!
How does he know they [whoever they are] are part of the NWO?
Notice how this big bravefart targets high up, unnamed untouchables;
safe in the knowledge he hasn't got a cat in hells chance of rattling the
cages of any big fish. Gerrish, like all the other stooges know the game.
He says, "Perhaps you notice that the UK Column website does not get
involved in squabbles or attacking other activists even the ones that
attack us. Why? Because the NWO wants us at each other's throats."
See how he makes the point that we activists should not be falling out
with each other; that we should be united against the NWO, that's just
another typical cointelpro tactic employed by these evil pretenders. We
genuine activists are united against the NWO. We do not tolerate
traitors like Gerrish. As for his sanctimonious declaration that he does
not attack other activists, it is evident in his emails to me where he calls
the 'Hoax' people "foul-mouthed", "idiots", "vile" and "paedo protectors"
that he lies about that too. BG shows his true colours when he is
reduced to name-calling.
Brian Gerrish further shows he doesn't have a leg to stand on when he is
reduced to trying to turn the tables on me by questioning if my story is
true, then by patronizing and attacking me with ridiculous, baseless
claims and accusations.
Spooks like BG use all sorts of tactics to try and derail you. One way is
to try and throw seeds of doubt in your mind about your own convictions.
BG says, "The simple answer to the Hollie case is to get it into court and
let a full jury decide the truth. When that happens many people will be
utterly shocked at the true story of her abuse that comes out." RDH tried
to throw me off the scent using similar tactic, asking me "If the evidence
shows you are incorrect I hope you are brave enough to change your
opinion." [Remember these smooth, slick operators earn a nice living
doing whatever they can to divert troublesome genuine truthers like me.
Their job is to stall anyone who gets near to exposing the truth. TPTB
know that they too are in a race against time if they are to succeed in
bringing in their NWO.]
I have to say that when I was engaging with BG it felt as if I was
exchanging comments with one of Sabine's trolls that I used to do battle

with! All the familiar cleverly executed masonic speak BS was there. It
wouldn't surprise me if BG was one of those trolls [or even Sabine
herself!]. As if I'll ever find out the truth - hell will freeze over first. It is
an almost certainty that all these truth traitors are also the trolls. I asked
Brian if he is "beholden to the dark forces of freemasonry" and told him I
strongly suspect he is and that he should "understand that there will
come a day when even freemasonry cannot protect you. Only Jesus
can do that. Freemasons claim to know God, yet they walk in darkness.
God is light. He does not lie. He is not mocked. He knows and sees
everything. Don’t underestimate the power of the Holy Spirit. All liars
and evildoers will face retribution. Better to face some discomfort now
by fessing up, rather than having to endure unimaginable, unending
suffering in the fiery pit of HELL." I told him that I believe he is a shill
and asked him to prove that he isn't, by answering my questions and
showing me evidence that the HG story is true or by interviewing the
'Hoax' group. He couldn't/didn't. In fact in my final email to him I asked
him to produce the evidence or to troll elsewhere.
This is the reply I got: "Sharon or is it Sharon.
You are clearly part of the Hoax Group, very confused and a believer of
GLW. I feel very sorry for you.
I can tell you that the Hollie abuse case is making very good progress at
much higher levels and the police are now working to bring their own top
level paedophiles to light.
Sorry I haven't got time to waste on a personal explanation for you as
you do not want to know the truth, are biased and supporting such foul
people as Sara Mcleod (BBC shill), Baddabing and GLW.
rgd Bg" WORDS FAIL ME!
BG ended his email with a PS, "You might like to watch the interview I
did yesterday with Nigel Cooper on stolen children and child abuse. We
are getting steadily closer to the scale of this and those really
responsible." Well, well, take a look at my paragraph on Butlincat on my
‘BUTLINCAT’ pdf: “Butlincat heads his blog with: “N.B. John Graham
aka butlincat wishes to state categorically and emphatically that he is in
no way aligned to the self-publicist Sabine Mcneil or any of her alleged
“organisations” or “sites”. Many people say she is working for the other
side and he agrees with them!!" Strange then that he would have this
post on his blog http://butlincat.wordpress.com/2013/03/14/banned-from-

the-uk-nato-security-consultant-because-the-uk-has-been-caught-redhanded-stealing-children/ which is the exact same post as Sabine has
on her's! http://punishmentwithoutcrime.wordpress.com/2013/03/11/bann
ed-from-the-uk-nato-security-consultant-because-the-uk-has-beencaught-red-handed-stealing-children/ And why does Sabine allow
Butlincat to comment on her site, when she has supposedly banned
him!” This Nigel Cooper ex-NATO head honcho is being promoted by
the three seriously dodgy characters - Butlincat, BG and Sabine, and
by the 'HDJ' scoundrels and on 'Before it's news', and his videos
are made by 'EddyTheCat7'. That's enough for me to raise the red
flags.
The following is the March/April 2013 email exchange I had with Brian
Gerrish:

Sharon
See you are attacking me based on the 'evidence' that I didn't help
someone. Unfortunately there are many I can't help there are too many.
Calls and more calls every week.
Do you have a phone number I am happy to talk direct? Hopefully I get a
chance to defend myself.
rgds Brian Gerrish

Thank you for contacting me Brian. I prefer email exchange rather than
phone conversations.
For starters, let's take a look at how you 'helped' Nicola
Mcauley http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/Nicola_Mcauleys_email_to_me_re_
Sabine_and_B_Gerrish_Feb_2013.php
Another example is of Charlie Foulkes' experience. She says, "I naively
assumed he would be interested in publishing solid PROOF of the kind
of behaviour he talks about. There is no gagging order on me, which I
made clear to him. Sadly, I have had not even a single word of a reply
from him. He seems to prefer concentrating on cases where there is
very little proof, or the parents are gagged."
http://www.charliefoulkes.co.uk/truth/brian-gerrish-disinformation-

agent.html
In any case, you should be more concerned with trying to salvage your
reputation with regards the Hollie Greig affair. You and other prominent
people in the 'Truth Movement' have done irreparable damage to the
'Alternative Media' because of your support for and promotion of the
Hollie Greig fiction. People like myself believed the HG story because
we thought the likes of Robert Green had the evidence to support it and
we thought people like you were trustworthy. Now, you and he are very
suspect. Genuine victims of establishment corruption like myself do not
want/need fabricated stories like the HG one muddying the waters,
distracting from genuine cases and wasting our time.
You do have a chance to redeem yourself though and help rescue any
credibility the so-called 'truth Movement' may have left. You must now
be perfectly open and honest about the HG scam and help the innocent
victims of it [the 22 people wrongly accused of the disgusting crime of
paedophilia, the several others wrongly labelled child abuse victims and
Hollie herself who has been and still is being exploited] find truth and
justice. The leaders of the HDJ campaign need to be brought to book
for their part in this scam.
It is clear that the HG story is without foundation and that the HGH group
have proved it to be a hoax. Will you now write an article or make a
video for UK Column in support of the Truth of the HG story? If you are
not prepared to do this, will you at least invite the HDJ people and the
HGH group to debate the issue, and if the HDJ camp are not willing, will
you interview the 'Hoax' team? I think it is incumbant on you now to at
least give the Hollie Hoax team the same publicity as the HDJ team
enjoyed/enjoy.
Will you also tell me if you believe the 'Truthers' of the 'alternative media'
are predominantly shills and fake 'victims'? If so are you going to
expose them?
Can you explain why the HG story was accepted as fact and promoted
so widely by so many people in the 'alternative media' in UK and
internationally? Do you believe there could be a bigger picture to the
Hollie story that needs to be explored if we 'Truthers' have any hope of
trying to stop the NWO? If so, are you going to try and find out and
expose who is really behind the Hollie Greig story and why?
Kind regards,

Sharon Zaki.

Dear Sharon
At least you've been kind enough to reply.
You posted two short comments by people who say I have not helped
them. I'm sorry they feel like this but the facts are I have not helped
many people. I am not super-human and I do not have a vast army of
helpers. I get hundreds of emails a week and call after call from people
each week who have terrible stories and who would like support and
very often help in court cases. Many people want me to publish their
stories and I simple do not have the capacity to print every one, nor
appear in court.
Some people become quite angry when I say I can't. Some people I
can't reply to because I do not have enough time.
The small UK Column team is now live every day trying to get the truth
out and that takes a huge amount of effort plus we also give talks and
produce the newspaper.
It is so easy for many people to criticise as they have no idea of the
amount of work we do.
But....I suspect your real gripe is Hollie Greig. Ok lets deal with it. I have
now known Anne, Hollie and Robert Green for many years. I researched
and checked the story before I originally ran it, as I have always done.
The story is real and always has been and the evidence is simple. Hollie
is the evidence. If you were raped and abused and told people you had
been raped and abused, you are the primary witness of fact. The job of
the police is them to decide if you are telling the truth, and that you are a
credible witness. Following that they should investigate and it should go
to trial for a jury to decide facts, guilt and punishment.
As I demonstrated in my interview with Robert Green on UK Column
Live with the evidence we showed, the police, experts and others
deemed Hollie truthful and credible. Despite that they did NOT
investigate those accused. Ergo no crime.
Returning to Hollie as the evidence she described the abuse, names,

people and places. None of her real account has ever been told in public
because that is evidence for the police and courts. How would a little
Down's syndrome girl know the horrific things she described?
Grampian police lied and lied again about an investigation - there was
no investigation. Nor did they react to the fact that Hollie had sex
abusers already identified in the family.
Why did the Scottish authorities spend £500,000 plus to try and shut the
case up, sent threats and vicious gagging orders - we received one and
put Robert in prison. The simple and only answer is that the story is true
and I have no doubt of that.
I find is fascinating that people such as yourself should be so easily
swayed by a the false words of an ex BBC employee Sarah Mcleod and
other foul mouthed individuals such as Baddabing who are either
deliberately or as 'useful idiots' protecting paedophiles. The Hollie Hoax
campaign is just that a hoax, doing the work of the establishment to
protect paedophiles and close down the truth. You can watch this
happen daily on the Savile case.
Have you ever met Anne and Hollie? I have many times including when
they were fearful for their lives. Will I release all the evidence just to
placate the Hollie Hoax idiots? Of course not. The simple answer to the
Hollie case is to get it into court and let a full jury decide the truth. When
that happens many people will be utterly shocked at the true story of her
abuse that comes out.
I and the UK Column team are 100% behind the Hollie case and will
remain so. The case is key to exposing the high level abuse rings in the
Scottish establishment and that is why they are so terrified of the case
and the ordinary people supporting it.
The case is more important than this because just as with Savile, the top
level paedophile rings are the means by which the NWO order control
their networks. Expose the paedophiles at high level and we are well on
the way to exposing and destroying the NWO. It is that simple.
You say
"Will you also tell me if you believe the 'Truthers' of the 'alternative
media' are predominantly shills and fake 'victims'? If so are you going to
expose them?"

Sorry who are you talking about there are so many people who are
either ignorant, do the wrong thing for personal reasons or are
professionals. I do not need to waste time on them. We need to
concentrate on the key people we know are part of the NWO agenda
that that is what I do in talks, UK Column and UK Column live. We also
need to wake people up to the applied psychology that is being used to
corrupt people's minds - without seeing and understanding this aspect
many activists are utterly wasting their time.
Perhaps you notice that the UK Column website does not get involved in
squabbles or attacking other activists even the ones that attack us.
Why? Because the NWO wants us at each other's throats.
rgds Brian G
PS You might like to watch the interview I did yesterday with Nigel
Cooper on stolen children and child abuse. We are getting steadily
closer to the scale of this and those really responsible.

Thank you for your long reply Brian. However you too haven't shown the
evidence that the HG story is true. On the other hand the Hoax group
have proved the story was fabricated. I'll point out some of that
evidence below.
The one thing that would shut the sceptics up is if the police transcripts
are published, showing that Hollie named these 22 people and their
addresses and professions. I've even suggested that Anne could show
us a video of her and Hollie engaging in everyday chit chat in relaxed
surroundings; just so we can see how good her language skills are,
because all the evidence so far is that she speaks very few words. Why
don't you make this suggestion to Anne? You say Hollie "described the
abuse, names, people and places"; have you heard her doing this? Is
there any evidence?
As for meeting Anne and Hollie, no I haven't. What good would that do?
I'm only interested in the evidence; other people have asked Anne to
produce evidence to back up her assertions, but so far it has been
sparse to nonexistant. I wrote to the HDJ group but have not had a
reply.
You say "the police, experts and others deemed Hollie truthful and
credible". When Hollie was questioned regarding her claims, she was

found to be an unreliable source of information as stated in
thePCCS report.
You say the police did not do an investigation. They did. That is
evidenced in the PCCS report. Also outlined
here http://www.theholliegreigcoverup.net/blog/index.php?id=74ve080l
Also there is a 2008 report by Scotland's Police Complaints
Commissioner saying there was no evidence to support any of the
campaign's claims. According
to http://cuttingthroughtherubbish.blogspot.co.uk/ Grampian Police
interviewed Hollie and her mother several times from 2000 onward and
filed a report with the procurator-fiscal in Aberdeen. Through Interpol,
they traced a relative of Hollie who was questioned overseas under
caution, but released without charge due to "insufficient evidence".
Different officers re-investigated the claims in 2009 after the case blew
up on the internet. They filed another report to the procurator-fiscal.
You say the Scottish authorities spent "£500,000 plus to try and shut the
case up, sent threats and vicious gagging orders". I'd imagine it would
cost a lot for the police to do their investigations and then for the SPCC
to deal with Anne's complaints and also for Social Services to look into
Hollie's welfare; also for the police, procurator-fiscal, judiciary, prison
service to deal with Robert Green's 'breach of the peace' and of
breaching his bail conditions; also for the 'non-harassment' orders that
the wrongly accused people were forced to take out against Green...
Perhaps you could send me copies of the official documentation
showing the breakdown of public funding in regards to this 'case'.
You say the HG case is "key to exposing the high level abuse rings in
the Scottish establishment." No it isn't. An unsubstantiated story as the
HG one holds no weight; on the contrary it has done a lot of damage to
the 'truth movement' and the 'alternative media' and to genuine cases of
child abuse, especially those cases of child abuse where there are high
society paedo rings involved.
You should not be making connections with the Saville situation. Yes
we know there are high up paedo rings; but there is no evidence that
Hollie Greig is a victim of sexual abuse, let alone of an upper society
paedophile ring.
You fully support the HDJ campaign, but shouldn't you at least afford the
HGH group the chance to present the evidence they have that this story
is a hoax, on UK Column, so that people can make their own mind up

where the truth lies? You say the answer is to get it into court, but you
were [and still are] happy to publicise the HDJ campaign widely.
You say you won't "release all the evidence just to placate the Hollie
Hoax idiots"; well it is not to placate any 'idiot', it is for the purpose of
believability. As it stands and until evidence comes to light to show
otherwise, the 'Hoax' team have proven their 'case'.
The evidence backs up the Hoax case NOT the HG story:
Best Wishes,
Sharon.
Dear Sharon
My goodness you are an expert without ever having met the victim.
"As for meeting Anne and Hollie, no I haven't. What good would that
do? I'm only interested in the evidence; other people have asked Anne
to produce evidence to back up her assertions, but so far it has been
sparse to nonexistant." As I said the primary evidence is Hollie.
A great statement Sharon - what good would it do meeting the victim. No
don't bother meeting the victims is a waste of time. You claim to be a
victim don't you? What makes your story true? Why should we believe
you if the starting point is not to believe victims.
You clearly trust the police to do their jobs and those that are supposed
to check on the police.
You obviously have faith in the courts and our politicians.
That being the case it is pointless continuing.
Your detailed text reveals just how little you know. Meanwhile the high
level paedophiles continue to take and abuse thousands of children
using the so called care and protection system.
No, evidence will not be released to people who think they know better
than juries. That is why the Hollie Hoax Group are increasingly
desperate. They know nothing but either deliberately or as useful idiots
help protect abusers. The clue is they hide their faces and backgrounds.

One last question - why is your story on the internet? Haven't the courts
and police done their job for you?
rgds Brian G

Dear Brian,
You have stooped to new lows with this response. Your credibility is
under question, not mine.
I ask you to prove the HG story is true and you reply by asking me what
makes my story true!!! I provide the evidence that my story is true - I
have published from official documentation in relation to the family court
proceedings in my case and have named all the people involved. Can
you even tell me the names, addresses etc of these 22 alleged
paedophiles that Hollie allegedly named? I bet you won't answer that
because you can't; you can't answer any of my questions or address any
of my points. You can't answer questions from me or from the 'Hoax'
people because the whole HG story is a pack of lies.
Instead you resort to attacks. [In the case of the Hoax group, name
calling and baseless allegations and with me by trying to turn the tables
and by making ridiculous claims.]
The evidence is that the 'Hoax' group are open and honest; I cannot say
the same about you. You say, "No don't bother meeting the victims is a
waste of time" and "Why should we believe you if the starting point is not
to believe victims". This is word twisting; which is lies. I said AG has not
provided evidence to back up her assertions. Hollie is not a victim of a
paedophile ring, she is a victim of her mother, RG and of people like you
who do not stand for truth and justice [well, not in Hollie's case at least,
or the 22 wrongly accused of being paedos or the 7 wrongly labelled
child abuse victims.] Do you have some kind of macabre enjoyment
from watching all these people suffer? You should be ashamed of
yourself.
You say, "They know nothing but either deliberately or as useful idiots
help protect abusers" and "Meanwhile the high level paedophiles
continue to take and abuse thousands of children using the so called
care and protection system." No Brian, the people who are protecting
abusers are the gatekeepers, who come in a variety of forms. Abuse will
continue until honest and upright people remove these gatekeepers that

stand in the way of truth.
Brian, tell me, how do you sleep at night? Please, do yourself a favour,
listen to your conscience and come clean about this sick scam. People
are already deriding and condemning you. Do you want it to get worse?
One more thing, if you are beholden to the dark forces of freemasonry
[and I strongly suspect you are] please understand that there will come a
day when even freemasonry cannot protect you. Only Jesus can do
that. Freemasons claim to know God, yet they walk in darkness. God is
light. He does not lie. He is not mocked. He knows and sees
everything. Don’t underestimate the power of the Holy Spirit. All liars
and evildoers will face retribution. Better to face some discomfort now
by fessing up, rather than having to endure unimaginable, unending
suffering in the fiery pit of HELL.
Your choice. Please sleep on it.
Sharon.

Dear Sharon
I do not provide more information over Hollie Greig because as a victim
she is being tried by a foul Hoax Group that you clearly support.
My point over your case is that you make the same claims - to be a
victim. What makes you a 'better' victim that Hollie? Is it because you are
not Down's syndrome and are better able to speak for yourself.
Answer the question - why have the police and courts not rectified your
case?
Please do not quote false Christianity and Christ at me. if you were a
true Christian you would be loving and a protector of vulnerable people
like Hollie. If you want an answer to the truth of the Hollie Greig case
then pray and ask for that truth to be provided to you. My conscience is
clear and I know where the retribution will fall - amongst the vile abusers
of children ..."for it would be better that a millstone was placed on their
neck and they were cast into the depths."
Sharon I sense that you are lost and amongst the wolves. Pray and the

truth will be given to you.
Regards Brian Gerrish

Dear Brian,
I feel like I'm talking to a time-wasting troll. I am well aware that shills
earn a very nice living trolling. Please convince me that you are not a
shill, because all the signs are that you are. You answer none of my
questions or address any of my points. I have answered and addressed
all of yours. As regards my story, your question re police and courts is
answered
on http://www.sharonkilby.co.uk/site/SHARON_ANN_KILBYS_STORY.p
hp Why are you trying to make a connection between the HG story and
mine? Shills play such diversionary 'games'. If you were a man of
integrity you would be focusing solely on the HG story and you would be
alarmed that so many people, and growing in number, doubt its
veracity.
Prove to me that you are not a liar by showing me the EVIDENCE that
the HG story is true and/or prove that you are an honourable, upright,
impartial man by interviewing the Hoax group on UK Column. Please let
me know when you have done so.
You say Hollie is the evidence. Then prove it. You and the HDJ gang
can't go round making things up. On your recent interview on 'Open
your mind' radio you are now saying that, in many cases, Hollie even
gave the relationship between people. So, Hollie names her 22 abusers
[or was it 31!], their addresses and professions and even how people are
related to each other; she also describes how she was abused and
where it happened.... Where is the EVIDENCE that she said/is able to
say all this? The evidence is that she can barely say a few words. As
for the rest of the story, it is just full of inconsistencies and downright
lies. Anyone who believes the Hollie Greig BS story is away in la la
land.
Anyone in the so-called 'Truth Movement' who supports this story is a
truth traitor. I heard the song: 'Lion King - Not One of Us' just recently
and it seems a pretty fitting description of you!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCTAe3akzTE

Thought I'd write the Lyrics for you:
Deception, Disgrace, Evil as plain as the scar on his face
Deception (An outrage!) Disgrace (For shame!) He asked for trouble the
moment he came
Deception (An outrage!) (He can't change his stripes) Disgrace (For
shame!) (You know these Outsider types) Evil as plain as the scar on his
face (See you later, agitator!) Deception (An outrage!) (Just leave us
alone!) Disgrace (For shame!) (Traitor, go back with your own!) He
asked for trouble the moment he came (See you later, agitator!)
Born in grief, Raised in hate, Helpless to defy his fate, Let him run
Let him live, But do not forget what we cannot forgive
And he is not one of us, He has never been one of us, He is not part of
us, Not our kind, Someone once lied to us, Now we're not so blind
Let's talk about real victims. For example my 2 youngest
children. Since they were babies, they were forced to live half their lives
with their father. During that time they were forced to live a lie; they
were forced to pretend that they wanted to live with their father, not me,
that they loved him, not me, that I and my older son were abusing them
etc etc [all documented in my story.] They are now aged 14 and 16 and
are now, thankfully, living full time with me. However the damage has
been done. Years of being too terrified of their father to 'be themselves',
to say what they really felt to him or to officials within the 'child welfare
system', none of whom they could trust ... for good reason. As a result
my 16 year old son is now struggling with anorexia. My 14 year old
daughter is coping a little better now after also struggling with an eating
disorder; both of them have nightmares of their father every night, of
being forced to go back to him...
It is extremely galling for people like you, Brian, to bang on about Hollie
being a victim of a paedo gang when it is plain to see, to anyone with an
ounce of moral fiber, that the Hollie story is one massive elaborate sick
scam.
You contacted me to defend yourself on the basis that you can not help
many people because you don't have time. Well, show me how
many genuine victims you have helped or raised publicity for. The
evidence suggests that you do not help anyone who is a genuine victim
and has evidence of State corruption. The evidence is that you ignore
them or give them the runaround and then block them. I have read this
on many forums and know of some people who you have given short
shrift to. Chris Jarvis says that many people have sent you real stories

with evidence and all have been stone walled. The evidence is that your
time and efforts are spent serving your NWO puppet masters. An
example of that is in your continuing to engage in dialogue with me;
someone who is questioning your sincerity and just might be on the
verge of exposing you. You reply to me almost immediately, with emails
which are full of lies and deceit, which shows that my emails must be
taking priority in your inbox. The fact that you are trying so hard to divert
me away from the HG can of worms only confirms that I am dangerously
close to the truth.
It's is very fitting that you should mention wolves. You are the proverbial
wolf in sheep's clothing.
Unfortunately for you Brian and your controlled opposition, coconspirators in crime, people are waking up to the fact that the whole
'Truth Movement' is filled with fraudsters and fakes. The biggest liars
and deceivers are the 'Big Gun' Truthers. You have all been very
successful at neutralizing and squelching the voices of the genuine
opposition. But not for much longer. Understand that just as there are
secret orders and brotherhoods on Earth under the control of the Forces
of Darkness, so too are there networks and communities of the Light.
These are the Remnant scattered throughout the planet,
working quietly. They are, even now, quietly carrying on their work of
healing and teaching to preserve the ageless Religion of Light and bare
witness to the Divine Plan. Woe to the inhabitants of the Earth and of
the sea, for the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath,
because he knoweth that he hath but a short time. Upon the horizon
Armageddon is shortly to come to pass. The forces of darkness [of
negativity and slavery] are aligning themselves for the final death throes
of darkness upon the Earth. They are desperately moving to manifest
on the physical Earth plane a couterfeit of the coming New Age
Kingdom of God. Through their human dupes these ‘Prison Warders’
want to usher in their hell on Earth world order – the ultimate deception
to keep humans Earth bound, trapped within the Luciferic
Consciousness.
Your and their mind-blowing arrogance will be your downfall. Shills and
other troll-types think they can continue lying and deceiving and
detracting with impunity. WRONG. God is more powerful
than Satan, just like He is more powerful than us. Satan will have his day
and his doom is foreordained. We on the other hand have been given a
chance by God, that we might repent and be saved.

The bible message is: Take courage my friends! Stand up and fight.
We have no need to be afraid. We are not alone! God has us covered.
He has everything under control. It doesn’t matter how things look in
the natural. Don’t let them fool you! Hold your heads up high! Keep the
faith! Every child of God has been given a promise of victory over the
evil one. Here are some of His promises:
Isaiah 54:17, "No weapon that is formed against thee shall prosper; and
every tongue that shall rise against thee in judgment thou shalt
condemn."
Malachi 4:3, “And you shall tread down the wicked; for they shall be
ashes under the soles of your feet in the day that I shall do this, saith the
Lord of hosts."
Luke 10:19, "Behold, I give unto you power to tread on serpents and
scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy: and nothing shall by any
means hurt you."
You accuse me of quoting false christianity. I do feel pity for you. Brian,
I say this with all sincerity, my prayers are that you and all the other
'Truther' leaders truly find Jesus, because when you put your faith, your
whole heart and soul into him, you will have the strength to speak the
TRUTH and to tell your Masonic handlers to go to hell. Jesus said:
“Men’s hearts failing them for fear.” We live in a cursed age, with
rampant deception, sin and injustice. The world is the Devil’s turf.
Satan is Prince of this world. He hates us here. We disturb him Satan
beats up the sheep. Weak men don’t realise that they are used of Satan
to fight against God’s kingdom. Hear their pain. We must love them [the
greedy and corrupt, the world leaders, the big business directors and the
men who are bound by the oath of their secret societies.] We must love
them enough to stand against their blindness, their Satanic deception
and their malice towards us for teaching truth. And when they persecute
us [as they surely will] we must love them enough to forgive them.
Jesus said: “Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do.”
Evangelize the sinners. Jesus is the only way to salvation.
Best regards,
Sharon.

Sharon
I have many cases such as your own detailed below and that is one
reason why I do what I do. In some 18 years of researching and fighting
I can say that we are dealing with high level paedophile and abuse rings
which are setting government policy aside from stealing, trafficking and
abusing children.
One state policy is to take children from the good parent and given them
to the abusive parent. This is achieved with bent police, courts and SS.
You do understand this don't you.
Another policy is to lock protective parents up in mental institutions if
they try and protect their children. Do you understand that?
Another policy is to refuse to investigate the abuse so as to claim there
was no abuse. Savile is a classic case so was Hollie.
Hollie has already proved her case which is why there has been a
£750,000 cover-up, the Scottish police have admitted there was no
investigation and corrupt courts have been used to imprison Robert
Green - the evidence we hold will not be presented to you just to make
Hollies abuse a web trial.
You speak of your children as real victims and I am sure they are. Why
then do you refuse to accept the evidence from Hollie as to what
happened to her?
Because you have bought in to a foul little group that are helping cover up one of the worst abuse cases north of the border. I will not meet
those people because their attacks on a vulnerable Down's syndrome
girl and her mother are so vile. Their supporters Baddabing and Mel Ve
included - vile.
Why does Hollie have to prove her case to you. When did your children
prove their case?
Sorry to be hard but your hypocrisy is breathtaking.
Stop being an email warrior and start getting out amongst it.
I you think I am a shill so be it. Your problem Sharon is that you think
what is happening is a game. I will continue to support Hollie because

her story is true and the abuse is so vile.
One last question - how many identities are you using?
Brian G

Dear Brian
The general points you make I am very well aware of; that is evident in
my writing on my website.
You say, "There has been a £750,000 cover-up, the Scottish police have
admitted there was no investigation." In a previous email the figure you
gave was £500,000. I asked you then to send me copies of the official
documentation showing the breakdown of public funding in regards to
this 'case'. I ask you again, please send me this information. Please
also send me a copy of the letter [or other police documentation] that
you have which states that the Scottish police have admitted there was
no investigation.
You also say, "The evidence we hold will not be presented to you just to
make Hollies abuse a web trial." You have already forced that upon
Hollie. You and all the other high profile shills have fuelled and furthered
the exploitation and abuse of this vulnerable woman. As said, there is
no 'case' because there was no abuse by paedophiles. Hollie was and
is being abused by the people Greg L-W names as her abusers below.
Also as said, you lie repeatedly and unashamedly in your support of the
fabricated HG story.
You cannot connect the HG story with the Savile situation, any more
than you can connect it with mine. Greg L-W sums it up well here:
"There is no link between the facts surrounding the Jimmy
Savile serial abuses that are increasingly well documented with
credible, verifiable evidence. The many claims related to Savile
are related and mutually supportive, specific details from
unrelated sources show a clear pattern of behaviour. The
STORIES related to Hollie Greig have been shown to be
unsubstantiated, unsustainable, uncorroborated and without a
shred of valid admissible evidence. Many have seen Hollie
Greig and she is clearly an unreliable and unsound witness
unlike the many various articulate and credible witnesses

speaking out to expose their very personal predation by Jimmy
Savile and others in his clique. There is not a shred of credible
evidence in support of the STORIES of abuse of Hollie Greig,
unless one counts her abuse by Anne Greig, David Icke, Robert
Green, Matt Quinn, Belinda McKenzie, Brian Gerrish, Ian
McFerran and their ilk who have jointly and severally set out to
abuse her infantile communications skills and inability to rebut
the STORIES told about her."
You attack the people who speak the truth. The truth speaks for itself.
The best thing you can and should do now is come clean or at least
allow the 'Hoax' group a voice on UK Column. Prove to me and all the
sceptics [whose numbers are growing] that you are an honourable,
upstanding and impartial man and not a shill as is widely believed. It will
not be easy; it will take bags of courage, but I can promise you, you will
gain so much respect, you will make God smile and you will be free and
happy. Surely that is so much better than being the cowardly, wicked,
immoral man you are now. Brian, the truth will out; you must know that.
My family have been/are going through HELL because of masonic
controlled corrupt authorities. People who go through such suffering do
not view it as a 'game'. You do though. Shills and troll types earn a very
nice living playing this evil 'game'.
My problem and that of the genuine victim/genuine warrior against the
NWO is that we are up against an army of controlled opposition agents
who are all used as a form of containment to quell the truth. The ruling
elite are sending out more and more soulless, dishonest, wicked goons
such as yourself to silence people like me and to misdirect and mislead
the public from the real truth.
As for identities, I find it funny [and flattering] that you ask how many I
use. I say flattering because I am only too aware at how intelligently and
successfully the controlled opposition lot play their game. If I am to
expose them I have to be cleverer and smarter than them. Only liars
and deceivers have to hide behind anonymity or need a variety of
sockpuppets. How many identities do you have Brian? As if I'll ever
know the truth about that. Hell will freeze over first.
Regards,
Sharon.

Sharon
It pours out of you - you are the victim Hollie is not. You tell the truth
Hollie does not. Oh really.
You want me to spend yet more time feeding you the facts about Hollie research the cost of her cover-up yourself - it is all over the Scottish law
media.
You then tell me that "My family have been/are going through HELL
because of masonic controlled corrupt authorities. People who go
through such suffering do not view it as a 'game'."
So you know perfectly well that the people who have abused Hollie are
masonic controlled corrupt authorities but for you they are real ...for
Hollie it is not real. Seems to me your logic is wrong.
"Shills and troll types earn a very nice living playing this evil 'game'. "
You cheeky b........ accusing me of making money from victims - You
have no idea what I have experienced or my family. I have put my head
above the parapet warning other what is going on, been fighting the
system and used my personal money to try and help people and have
done for years. I am the one getting call after call each week from
people desperate for help. Are you? I could work 24 hours a day every
day and still have not got enough time. The people who help me are all
volunteers themselves. They have given up families lives and good jobs
to try and help people and you attack them.
Greg Lance Watkins? or rather Greg Watkins. You are aware of his real
name as apposed to his 'puffed up version'. Oh dear you have come up
against one of the most poisonous people around. What do you know
about him and his background? Have you checked out his army days?
He specialises at getting people to attack each other.
Sharon I have no doubt about your story. Your anger and venom tells
me you are real. But like many victims you attack others who try to do
their best to help and your suffering is always more important than the
suffering of someone else. Your project the anger on to me and Hollie
Greig rather than deal with your own case and show real sympathy and
concern for others.
Believe what you like about - I am used to being attacked for trying to

help people and expose what is going on. I have one identity and always
have. I also know the difference between Christian love and the pure
hate which is being created amongst us all.
rgds Bg
P.S “you will make God smile and you will be free and happy. Surely
that is so much better than being the cowardly, wicked, immoral man
you are now”. You claim to be Christian and quote God at me.
Here is my challenge to you - pray and ask for the truth about me.
Ask GLW what his thoughts on Christ and God are? I think you might be
surprised.

Credit where it's due Brian; you are a most accomplished and
talented troll. Your masonic puppet masters must be very pleased with
you. I hope they make it worth your while. What price Brian - for selling
your soul?
As said, Hollie is not a victim of paedophiles; she is a victim of the
people GLW names who are exploiting her. Hollie does not lie; she is
told to repeat lies. As for GLW, I don't give a fig who said it; it could be
Obama Bin Laden for all I care; it is what was written re connections to
the Savile situation and re Hollie's real abusers which is pertinent.
Brian, you are one of Hollie's abusers. You and the HDJ liars are
cowardly bullies, picking on a disabled, defenceless, woman such as
Hollie; knowing full well that she cannot speak for herself and rebut the
lies said about her. Hollie has been subjected to degrading medical
examinations; she, bewildered and confused, has been paraded like a
circus animal around the globe for years and she is being forced to
repeat lies. Shame on you Brian for aiding and abetting the abuse of
Hollie Greig.
You say, "They have given up families lives and good jobs to try and
help people and you attack them." I attack shills, trolls and liars, not
genuine, honest, helpful people. As for you, I see no evidence that you
help genuine victims.
You say, "Sharon I have no doubt about your story. Your anger and
venom tells me you are real. But like many victims you attack others who
try to do their best to help and your suffering is always more important

than the suffering of someone else. Your project the anger on to me and
Hollie Greig." The evidence shows my story is real. I do not say my
suffering is more than someone else; neither do I project anger onto
Hollie. I am trying to help Hollie by exposing the truth about the HG
story. She needs to be rescued from sharks like you and the HDJ liars.
When the full truth comes out, Hollie will be set free and so will the rest
of us. You and all the other controlled opposition agents will get your
comeuppance. The masonic hierarchy won't protect you forever; they
are just as cowardly as you and will protect their own skin first.
You say, "Here is my challenge to you - pray and ask for the truth about
me." I already know the truth about you Brian. My intention is that
others shall know the truth about you. Here is my challenge to you send me evidence that you speak the truth. You can start by sending
me a copy of the police letter or other police documentation
that states that the Scottish police have admitted there was no
investigation. I did ask you for this in my last email.
As for the vast amounts of public funding in connection with this
story, you plucked the £500,000 figure out of thin air, which you later
raised to £750,000. So you show me the breakdown of figures i.e
specify how much it cost the police to do their investigations and then for
the SPCC to deal with Anne's complaints and also for Social Services to
look into Hollie's welfare; also for the police, procurator-fiscal, judiciary,
prison service to deal with Robert Green's breach of the peace and of
breaching bail conditions; also for the 'non-harassment' orders that the
wrongly accused people were forced to take out against Green...
The truth is, as regards the HG story there was no cover up or any
corruption within the authorities/courts because the HG story
is fabricated. That makes you an accomplice in the scandalous use of
taxpayers' money in relation to the HG myth.
As you well know, the job of the shill/troll/gatekeeper is to buy time for
their masonic puppet masters. They have to stop the truth about
corruption within the establishment getting out. One way to do this is to
ensure that fabricated 'victim' stories are publicised widely. This
completely undermines genuine victim cases; which is the idea. Joe
Public is not going to believe someone like me, a genuine victim of
masonic controlled establishment corruption, when I try to warn people
about widespread corruption in the courts and authorities and the NWO
plan. Many turn around and sneer that you can't take the "lizard man
Icke" seriously and those who do bother to do some research are more

likely to believe the establishment/mainstream line that there is no
evidence of systemic corruption or a masonic engineered/facilitated
NWO agenda; that there are only crazy conspiracy theorists, mental and
deluded folk, rebels and anarchists and growing numbers of people
getting rich spouting off about the NWO to their brainwashed and gullible
followers. The result is the NWO agenda trundles on unhindered. Job
done.
Now, prove that I am wrong about accusing you of being a shill; send
me evidence that Hollie was abused by a gang of paedophiles. I don't
want more of your spin, I want hard evidence, such as:Proof that Hollie did/can name 22 [or was it 31?] alleged
paedophiles, their addresses and professions, how these people are
related to each other; describe how she was abused and state where it
happened....
Please can you confirm that the below names are the alleged abusers. I
believe there are 14 names. Please can you state who the other 8
abusers are [or 17!]
Denis Charles Mackie, Greg Mackie, Graeme Mackie, Gillian Mackie,
Jack Buchanan, Evelyn Buchanan, Sheriff Graeme Buchanan, David
Smith, Wyn Dragan, Terry Major (Grampian Police Officer), Sylvia Major,
Helen MacDonald (carer for Hollie Greig), Ian MacDonald, Carol Low.
Regarding the several other alleged child abuse victims that Hollie
allegedly named, 4 of these people were not children at the time of the
alleged abuse, but were in their 20s and 2 of them weren't even born
then. Explain that.
Hollie and these other children were allegedly taken to the Sheriff's
sister's house to be abused. BUT the Sheriff had no sister. So please
clarify that point.
Please also explain how Hollie and the other children were being abused
in a house that doesn't exist, by people that don't exist.
According to the script, Hollie kept quiet for so long about the abuse she
suffered because she was afraid that her dad would kill her dog or her or
her mother. Explain then why Hollie told Theo Chalmers on Edge TV
that she did not believe this. She was so sure about it that when asked
again by Theo to confirm, she said "no". Explain also why her mother
would change what Hollie actually said, which was "He didn't kill them"

to "He said he would kill them".
The list of lies and inconsistencies as pointed out by the 'Hoax' people
goes on and on. Send me evidence to disprove the rest of their claims.
If you can't send me evidence, don't bother replying; go and troll
elsewhere.
Regards,
Sharon.

Sharon or is it Sharon?
You are clearly part of the Hoax Group, very confused and a believer of
GLW. I feel very sorry for you.
I can tell you that the Hollie abuse case is making very good progress at
much higher levels and the police are now working to bring their own top
level paedophiles to light.
Sorry I haven't got time to waste on a personal explanation for you as
you do not want to know the truth, are biased and supporting such foul
people as Sara Mcleod (BBC shill), Baddabing and GLW.
rgd Bg
As for his ref to Nigel Cooper, I wrote to him on 6th February 2014. 20
mins or so later he replied! Not surprisingly his response was a typical
Masonic 2-fingered salute! See my ‘NIGEL COOPER’ pdf for the email
exchange that followed. See also ‘LIES LIES AND MORE LIES from NC
& BG’ further down this pdf. As referred to in my mail, his story is a good
example of how the controlled opposition undermine us genuine truth
soldiers. Nigel Cooper comes across as a delusional rambling
sensationalist lunatic, such that he will not be taken seriously by the
‘level-headed’ mainstream media viewing wider public that we seek to
inform. His use of slang and inflammatory language in his storytelling is designed to appeal to the hate filled bile and mob mentality
‘conspiracy nutters’ and can safely be contained in ‘conspiraworld’ such
that the wider public will never be aware of the extent that the State fails
children. We know that children are removed from good parents due to
corrupt practices or on the flimsiest of reasons and that children are

often placed with a bad parent rather than the good one and that the
State do not step in to rescue the children who are genuinely being
abused. However the full truth is never going to be widely known whilst
we have a situation where the true stories which are backed up by
verifiable evidence are not broadcast and the ‘far out’ unsubstantiated
stories are published widely.
On the surface Nigel Cooper appears to be helping us lift the lid on the
corruption within the family ‘justice’ system; after all he is only saying
what a lot of us are. Cooper, fellow fakes and all their heavy weight
promoters in the ‘A/M’ appear to be on the right side. They talk the right
talk; they speak of the NWO plan; of an authoritarian world government
which will replace sovereign nation states. They harp on about the ‘battle
for Britain’, the way we are being programmed to accept greater
European integration gradually with the ‘kick the door open a little’ tactic
until the public will accept what has been planned for us all along - an
inexorable one-way journey in which national sovereignty ebbs to
Brussels and the undeclared final destination of a European superstate. NC speaks of destroying Social Services; he talks about the UK
not having enough police, soldiers ... Remember in order for the NWO
to be achieved present structures have to collapse. That is the aim.
But don’t be fooled. Look a little deeper and understand that
unsubstantiated stories are counter-productive. This gang are making a
mockery of all of us genuine victims of the State and any genuine antiNWO soldier. They are paid to shut us up one way or the other. When
they can’t do that they have to contain us by any means. These vile
enemy agents are secretly furthering the NWO agenda and they’ll try to
destroy anyone or at least hamper the efforts of anyone who stands in
their way. The galling thing is that we who are a real threat to the NWO
plan are the ones paying them and paying for their Masonic mafia
security [via taxes] to do so!
However don’t despair, full truth is seeping out and the cracks are
appearing in Satan’s armoury and it is only a matter of time when HE will
be destroyed. Another thing I told NC is that I’m happy I can sleep
soundly at night, safe in the knowledge I have no reason to fear anyone
and will never have to face anyone baying for blood when the full
awakening occurs. Oh I can’t wait for the day when Brian Gerrish, Nigel
Cooper and all the NWO gatekeepers get their smug smiles wiped off
their faces. Wouldn’t want to be in their shoes when the baying mob hit
the warpath. That day is not far away. All the NWO gatekeepers get
their protection from their pyramid of secret societies. What they don’t

realise is that those pyramid structures are all built on shaky ground; on
Satan’s sand bed of lies.
We cannot rest on our laurels though. We are in a race against
time. As said we cannot allow unsubstantiated stories like the NC one to
run amok throughout cyberspace, courtesy of shills, especially as they
always defame prominent persons in society, as they provide the perfect
excuse for the ruling elite to bring in new laws which will limit free
speech on the internet.
See here for ‘BG talks a good talk but doesn’t stand up to scrutiny’
LIES, LIES AND MORE LIES FROM NIGEL COOPER AND BRIAN
GERRISH on http://www.ukcolumn.org/article/thousands-children-stolenuk-government-every-year-ex-nato-security-chief and from NC
on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4c2xcNTuzs#t=650
At 49 mins of the UK Vid with BG, NC has delusions of grandeur saying
the Northumbrian police have him as an international terrorist, that he’s
being tracked and monitored by MI5/MI6. He says he’s had his door
kicked in by the military police, death threats, telephone calls, emails,
blog postings ... HE DOESN’T SHOW US THESE!
At 52 mins we are shown happy Christmas photos [2011], Bailie aged 8
[presumably taken during the 2 weeks NC was granted access to Bailie
by Judge Hedley.] Then NC shows us a call log which is again blurred
and unreadable. Why? He says his daughter called him at 00.30am to
say, “Daddy they are fighting and there is blood and I am
frightened.” He said he recorded the whole conversation and sent it to
his solicitor Stephanie Adams. She asked him why he didn’t contact the
police. He told her that she had advised him in an email the day before
not to... Why doesn’t he show us the email? Why doesn’t he
publish the recording? He is accusing Steph of passing the
buck. Cooper goes on to say that the blurred telephone log
“was surrendered to the Belgians and the Belgian president inside the
Judgement clearly makes reference to the child feeling unsafe, at every
conference meeting that was permitted.” Why doesn’t he show us the
conference minutes?
At 53:45 NC says he doesn’t know where Bailie is – somewhere in the
N.E of England. He says he is “aware that 1 or 2 people from the
continent have gone to the UK to ask questions – does anyone know
where this child is? And for asking a question they’ve been

arrested. No-one knows where they are, so the UK are arresting people
for asking a question.” No-one would believe that, and why would they
when there is no evidence to back up anything he says. He doesn’t
give the names of these good Samaritans, he doesn’t even know if it is
one or two people ...!!! People like Nigel Cooper, backed up by their
brothers in crime BG and gang are doing so much damage to the
genuine anti-NWO movement.
About 55 mins BG is saying anyone who looks into the so-called ‘child
protection’ system gets harassed ... large numbers of mothers get
locked up ... the State get heavy handed with the public just for asking
questions ... he talks of an interesting experience for the UK Column
team, including himself when they reported abuse of a baby to police,
“far from taking details a sergeant absolutely screamed at us to get out
of his interview room.” Yeah right! BG never has any evidence to
support anything he says. He always talks in vague
generalised terms. If it was true about a baby being abused and if he
really had reported it to police, hewould have been secretly recording
the conversation and would’ve been only too happy to broadcast that
evidence on UK Column. If he showed that kind of footage in his
broadcasts people would soon wake up. But his job is to keep people
asleep. Genuine victims have contacted him, with real evidence of the
stuff he talks about only to be given short shrift and then blocked. He
didn’t want to publicise my story either!
At 56.50 NC talking of the silver bullet being fired right at the heart of
England, saying it’s there to destroy this protection, to destroy Social
Services ... saying UK haven’t got enough police, soldiers ... Then he
goes on to say he’s been contacted by more than 12 countries [which he
names] worldwide. He says he’s in touch with a very senior member of
Indo Asia, Pakistan and India who is questioning the BBC. This senior
person has written to the head of family courts .... Cooper produces no
evidence of any of this. BG saying all these countries concerned about
what UK is doing snatching kids. NC saying 67,000 kids stolen by
UK. BG saying 30,000 UK kids disappearing permanently. Stolen to
order. There is no proof of this and no-one could take these 2 spin
merchants seriously. Any ‘level-headed’ person who has no personal
experience of the corruption in the UK judicial system listening to these 2
would think the pair of them are barking. This kind of exaggeration and
nonsense is to deter anyone trying to find out more by listening to the
people who can prove the level of corruption in the family courts.
At 1:00 we are shown another blurred and unreadable document – ‘By

Royal Decree of Belgium’. It contains a couple of lines only and
declares “the king of Belgium has accepted Bailie under his
sovereignty.” Cooper says, “You’ve stolen a Belgian child.” He follows
this with another blurred document – ‘UK served notice by Belgium
Bailiff’. Cooper says this proves UK were aware “all the documents
were served on the UK Royal courts of Justice, so no excuse, no-one
can say they lost the paperwork.” We are shown
another blurred document. This shows just a strip of paper with a
couple of unreadable lines on! Also alongside is a page so blurred it
might as well be blank! This is apparently the document that shows
where Judge Moylan refuses the order of the Belgian court. BG reads it
out: “The court orders the second respondent’s father’s application for
the English High Court to enforce immediately the order of the
presidential chamber of the county court of Mons, made on 14/3/12 is
hereby refused.” BG then says, “I understand he went on to say the
father’s right to appeal is refused.” There is no evidence to back any
of this up. Cooper banging on about his rights, saying ‘they’ turned
down his right of appeal, his civil rights, his human rights, their own
national criteria, European legislation international treaties, inter country,
European law, international law, Hague convention ... “to name but a
few”!
At 1:03 Cooper saying, “Adams went to the judge, says I can’t do any
more so the judge gave her the right to come off record, so I had no
solicitor, I approached Anne-Marie Hutchinson. She agreed to take the
case on, and didn’t speak for 4 months and then said I’m not doing your
case, you’ve had your international legal aid refused.” No proof and
why would an ex Nato chief need legal aid anyway?
He then produces his ‘proof’ which is readable! HOWEVER it is only big
enough to include a couple of lines, which PROVE NOWT. It says: “The
Queen of cross-border children law”, she is “incredibly committed and
conscientious with a deep knowledge of the law and an amazingly hardworking approach”. Chambers 2013.
The next document is readable. Email from The Rt Hon Lord Justice
Thorpe, head of Int family Justice for England and Wales, saying: “...
the precise Judgement of Judge Hiernaux suggests he has adopted due
process and properly applied the regulation. Victoria returns today ... I
will ask her to discuss with Andrew Moylan the option of direct
communication between trial judges.” NC saying it shows Hiernaux has
acted correctly and “Judge Moylan said I don’t care I’ll do what I

want.” Why doesn’t he publish Judge Moylan’s judgment?
1:04 Cooper shows another readable document. HOWEVER it is only a
part document and we don’t know who it is addressed to or who it is
signed by. Cooper refers to the bottom line and says, “from the
president of the chamber of judges of the tribunal here said to Judge
Moylan – look boy there’s only one question...” The document is
‘woolly’ and ‘safe’ saying: “I have read two of your communications
including the one containing the decision issued by Judge Moylan March
22 2012. I do not agree to get involved in any substantive discussion,
form or procedure with our British colleague in that we can never
become the scholars and critics of the decision that we pronounce
sovereign in all conscience. Judge Moylan’s approach is also similar
and especially the creation of a remedy even if it is in interpretation
contrary to EU rules. Otherwise how to interpret the questions of Judge
Moylan who, while claiming not to question the competence of its
Belgian counterpart however prompt to justify ... My decision is based
and meets all the legal arguments and background developed in the
context of the debates that took place before me. I would also wonder
about the real interest pursued by Mrs Gail Cooper since it does not
even hosts her daughter. Finally the validity of the certificate ‘article 42’
does not seem questionable. Obviously I have not personally heard the
child since it is retained in a foster home against the wishes of its
parent legal guardian, but investigations in this case by diligentees
Madam Rapporteur Lilian Odze behalf of CAFCASS were sufficiently
illuminating to release the opinion and wishes of the minor. In this case
further discussion seems fruitless ... The only question is very simple:
either my decision is executed voluntarily, or it is under duress, or it is
undertaken in the forms and limits set by community law.” Why doesn’t
Cooper publish the CAFCASS report??? Where’s the evidence
Bailie is in a foster home?
At 1:06 we are shown another blurred document and are told [but not
with any evidence] that it is a list of 21 solicitors involved inchild
abduction. Cooper says if you are outside the UK and your child is in
the UK, you can only use that list. He says all are on the Lord
Chancellor’s select panel for International child abduction, that they’re
not there to return the child, they’re there to keep the child in the
UK. BG saying public and press not allowed in the court ... there’s a
special team handling the child ... kids are being snatched and
trafficked ... NC saying “handpicked and stolen to order.” BG says it’s a
serious allegation. Cooper says “UK prove me wrong. Return my child
and I’ll back down.” Well Nigel Cooper, I will be doing everything in

my power to expose you and your friend Brian Gerrish as utter
frauds - evil, lying little men. You both and your evil coconspirators in crime are heading to hell when the full truth comes
out.
Now let’s take a look at some more of your barefaced lies on the video
made by your equally lying evil little pal ‘Eddy’ [too ashamed and
cowardly to reveal his identity]. ‘NATO Chief Security Consultant - his
daughter snatched by the UK’:
At 5:00 Cooper says that the Judgement goes on to declare that Stephanie
Adams aided and abetted; by hiding 2 documents from a judge – One the P.O.A
and one the Lord Mayor’s letter. NC saying Steph tampered with evidence
which is a perversion of the course of justice; aided and abetted by a
barrister known only as Geraldine. No-one can find any docs that show her
surname. NC says “During one skype conversation with said barrister Geraldine
and Stephanie Adams, she thought she’d ended the conversation ..... and said
“if he opens his mouth we’re sunk”. Why would they make such a comment
when they’re supposed to be defending me? It’s because Stephanie Adams is
the International Specialist for the Lord Chancellor’s panel of the UK for
International child abduction. That’s not to return children to their rightful parent,
it’s to steal children from the rightful parent.”
Cooper says the UK have been caught red handed stealing children.
At 10:00 Cooper accusing judge Moylan of refusing him because he has
a UK passport and because of his age. NC says: “I beg your pardon? I
think you’re damned disgusting. Your actions are illegal.... Joanna
Bonar, Senior Social Services solicitor, legal advisor to Sunderland CC,
you have coerced with Stephanie Adams. Both of you have said in
separate emails that you’ve never heard of each other. However
Stephanie Adams slipped up and sent a digitally signed email to me in
an email chain saying “Hi Jo”. First meeting, first name terms? It doesn’t
fit girls. You colluded to steal a child. You’ve threatened my family with
removal of their children. You’ve colluded with the highest level in the
UK to steal my daughter.” None of these defamatory statements are
backed up with any evidence. Why doesn’t Cooper publish these
emails? He goes on to say, “You can’t enforce your gagging order on
me; I don’t belong to the UK.” Where’s the evidence anyone has
gagged him???
The pr**k goes on to say he’s served 22 years with the Royal Navy for
the freedom of the people of this planet. He says, “I earned 13 medals
in the name of my Queen for the protection of the children of UK and

Europe. I worked in NATO and served 7 years protecting children
...” Oh, please, someone give this idiot a good slap – in public.
He continues – “I want to know why David Cameron when he visited
Brussels spoke to UK ambassador John Anderson who was
digitally snooping my web pages and left his grubby digital fingerprints. I
know who’s been fiddling and where. I’m a security specialist. I have
served data protection orders against Sunderland police,
Northumberland police, The ministry of justice, The ombudsman for
parliamentary community, Sunderland SS, Sunderland Council, Willis
Croft & Co, Dawson & Cornwall and blah blah blah ...” NO EVIDENCE
THAT ANY OF NIGEL COOPER’S STORY IS TRUE.
Nigel Cooper how much are we the taxpayer paying you to
regurgitate this garbage??? What price Nigel, for selling your
soul???
14:15 He says, “What have you told my daughter. Why won’t you let me
speak to her. You are a thief. You are caught fingers in till to steal a
child. Same as the 10,000 before her.” Woah, he said it was 67,000 or
was it 30,000 on the UK Col vid! He goes on: “I will bring down the
UK ... to go at Lord Justice Matthew Alexander Thorpe, Head of the
family service decision England and Wales – Sir, I’ve written to you 4
times. You didn’t even have the common courtesy to send a single
email saying bugger off. You ignored me. You did a fatal and clicked
open and sent me a digital fingerprint of you reading a document. I
served notice against you. I served notice against the UK and you in
your blind arrogance have refused to uphold the law.”
Anyone who is not a NWO gatekeeper would want this rambling buffoon
dealt with. This w**ker, who is no doubt a high level freemason - same
as Gerrish - is making a mockery of all of us genuine victims of the State
and is making all of us anti-NWO warriors look like idiots.
16:45 Cooper says, “If you’ve told my daughter daddy’s dead, daddy had
an accident, daddy doesn’t love you .... You refused me access under
the name Justice Hudson ... should I enter UK to recover my daughter I’ll
go to prison for 10 years...” Show us the proof of that statement
Cooper. He says, “How dare you woman.” He then goes on to ask
people to take the vid and publish it anywhere on the planet. He says, “I
want this in every media, every TV station ... The UK has put an IP gag
on the electronic borders of the UK in my name. I can’t publish anything
in the UK. Blatant barefaced liar; he's saying whateve he wants,
whereever he wants and no-one is shutting him up - unfortunately. The

lying git continues: "They don’t like me cos I hold this judgement and I
will not stop. I will see you all punished for stealing children.” Well I
hope people do publish the video far and wide, so that everyone can see
what a thoroughly nasty piece of work this Cooper character is and
people can look out for him and shut his filthy lying mouth up. He
continues, “tens of thousands of families are contacting me on a daily
basis.” As if! I bet no-one contacts him, except his evil criminal
friends. He says the UK stole his children. Oh, so now it’s more than
just one child all of a sudden! Stupid scum bag. He says, “UK steal kids
for profit. One child is worth half a million euros. You can log on to
Sunderland SS website and look at a catalogue, pick your designer child
and steal them. This judgement breaks it all open.” Where’s the
evidence for such wild claims?
At 20:15 he’s slagging Gail off again; he reveals her full address, calls
her “an alcoholic, sworn by Sunderland SS, signed by a UK doctor and a
UK Judge. She has a drug problem and a mental stability problem,
signed by Estelle Louw a fake psychiatrist.” He says Estelle Louw’s
published CV is wrong. Calls her a liar, a fake, a fraud. Says her
company is stealing children. Says her bachelors and masters degrees
are fake.
At 22:29 he repeats TrimegaLabs are fake. He says, “You’re in
cahoots.” He says TrimegaLabs awarded Steph’s firm of solicitors an
award for best solicitor. He says “In Stephanie Adams’ email which is
on request which I will give ... I only use TrimegaLabs.” He says they
fake the reports. He says “God knows how many innocent mothers and
fathers in the UK have been accused of alcohol and drug abuse when
they’ve never even touched them....” Well I thought you had all these
people writing to you, so you should know!!! You Cooper are the
disgusting fake. Show us the email you fraudster. He says the UK
sell children to the highest bidder. He can prove NOWT. This guy
speaks such BS; it’d be funny if it wasn’t so f***ing evil. He says “I
tracked your actions. In the last 24 months I have 15,358 emails and
documents that have fingerprinted you lot into stealing
children.” Publish them then!!! He continues his rant, “You’re a
common or garden thief. You steal children. You’re evil. I CONDEMN
Miss Stephanie Adams. I CONDEMN Joanna Bonar and Amy
Robson.... UK you are disgraceful, disgusting in the name of the child ...
Hudson, you dare put me into exile. How dare you woman. I
CONDEMN you as well. Don’t judge me. Whatever you think you can
say: those who know me know I’d never do such things to a child that
you claim I have done. You are disgraceful, disgusting. I will have you

all; every one of you. To date I have 96 names of people involved in
stealing children. I was given a list of the 20 dedicated international
child thieves. I’m a good father, an honest father, a hard working father
and I’m not insane.”
O.M.G Nigel Cooper, you are evil beyond belief. Words cannot describe
what you actually are and I won’t rest until the whole world knows the
truth about you and your ilk.
The following articles are taken
from https://butlincat.wordpress.com/2013/05/04/nigel-cooper-update4513-letter-to-the-queen-belgian-royal-judgement/ and repeated almost
word for word on known shill sites and a few suspected shill sites.
The following are suspected shill sites. They could be shill sites or they
could be run by well-meaning but duped individuals. More research is
required.
http://truth-wars.co.uk/forum/index.php?topic=657.0
http://www.cornwallcommunitynews.co.uk
http://suggarynicedeath.blogspot.co.uk/2013/03/kidnapped-child-natosecurity.html
http://theunhivedmind.com/wordpress3/2013/04/25/thousands-ofchildren-stolen-by-uk-government-every-year-ex-nato-security-chiefvideo/
http://theangrycheese.blogspot.co.uk/2013/03/stolen-child-nigel-coopernato-security.html
http://www.lukesarmy.com/content/european-courts-come-after-uk‘social-services’
http://inquiringminds.cc/nato-chief-security-consultant-his-daughtersnatched-by-the-uk-government
The following are NC’s texts – full of false assertions. There is no proof
that anything he says is true. Who [apart from brain dead ‘conspiracy
theorists’ and shills] is going to pay this Nigel Cooper drama queen any
attention?
The moron is even offering “1,000,000 Euros to any person who get’s

my judgment enforced in full.” So he has that kind of money and yet he
needs legal aid???
His texts:
“Just to keep you all up to date with what I am doing and why I am doing
this. 1. September 2011 My daughter is kidnapped from
Belgium 2. November 2011 The Hague request’s for return. (UK refused
on Article 13) 3. December 2011 Belgium issues a seizure notice of the
Hague article (11) 4. February 2012 Belgium hears and re-tries the
seizure case and awards the immediate return of my daughter to
Belgium under Article 11, under international law, under Belgian law,
Under UK law, under E.U. law, under universal law.Belgium writes the
perfect judgement and has the judgment sworn as omnipotent before
King Albert II, King of Belgium; who then declares the judgement as a
royal decree! 5. March 16th 2012 Belgian Bailiff flies to the UK to serve
notice of the judgement on the EJC in the Strand London, Bailiffs receipt
note held on record in the Royal courts of Mons Belgium. 6. March 16th
2012 Belgian advocate instructs Sunderland Social services that a return
order has been issued by the King of Belgium. 7. March 16th
Sunderland Social services “refuse” the “non-refusable”? 8. March 16th
Belgian advocate informs Sunderland Social servers in the name of “Ms.
Joanna Bonar” that she acting as the legal representative of the UK,
have just breached The Hague convention, the Lisbon treaty and many
more. 9. April 2012 Justice Moylan formally refuses international law,
refuses my right of appeal, refuses my civil rights, my human rights and
condones the kidnapping of my daughter, harbors a known felon who
has a bench warrant out against her. 10. I’ve now been refused every
form of legal assistance in the UK to recover my daughter. 11 16Th April
2013… to this day the UK refuses to return my daughter and has broken
just above every law there is! 12. I’ve had 5 death treats made against
me from the UK, via telecom calls, or published articles. 13. The UK
went as far as to interfere with NATO’s employment schemes and had
me dismissed for no reason what so ever. 14. I’ve had to move out of
Belgium and go into hiding due to the threats on my life, all for asking
the law to be obeyed! 15. The list of wrongs just keep going and the
power of the judgment keep growing, to a point I was granted rights of
Bailiff, I was grants right of arrest, I was grants unlimited resource to
enforce the judgement; and as I started by telling you, the judgment is
perfect, there is an “UNLIMITED” indemnity clause, the UK will have to
pay for the total cost of this case as to date this case has not been
enforced as it is deemed under article 21 of the law that all costs will be
born by Ms. Cooper, who in turn; the Sunderland Social Services have

sworn on oath to cover all costs of Ms. Cooper.
When this case is enforced it will bankrupt Sunderland city, It will
bankrupt Sunderland local authorities, it will bankrupt the central
authority and higher. The judgement is perfect and it will kill the forced
adoption in the UK once and for all. The Judgement was is perfect, the
judgement is a master of English. The UK have been caught stealing
children for profit.
I will not stop and I will not bow down to the UK.From Nigel Cooper – 17
April 2013:
UK Caught Stealing Children
To all of you who and following my battle with the UK to see justice
severed. Well! What can one say! Justice in the UK? That is a very silly
thing to mutter, to a point that you can’t put justice and the UK in the
same sentence it does not work! I once thought, a very long time ago
that the social services was just that, a SERVICE for humanity when in
fact it is a profit making mechanism bolstered by the abduction of
international children, you and I call that kidnap, oh an that is an
international felony under the international penal code, but the UK just
ignore that one, it does not count when the UK’s name is used. I once
thought a judge was an honorable person! I see no honor amongst the
thieves of the courts of the UK. … I once though that the UK stood for
the rights of freedom and liberty as laid down in the Magna Carta 1297
A.D, and in the rights and freedoms of lords and men of
1100 A.D.It seems that those enshrined laws and covenants go by the
wayside when the social services, when the judges, when the corrupt
police get involved.
I once thought that truth would prevail! That’s until I discovered the fake
doctors and social workers, the fake legal people, the fake M.P.s and
much more. So how much is a child worth to the UK? Moreover, how
much is a child worth to you! I know that there is NO SUM on this planet
that can replace what has been stolen from myself, and to multiply that
figure to cover every stolen child and we are in the realms of an evil
deed that is so great, so evil, so woefully painful to parents it transcends
all realms of humanity. For what I see, the social service’s are
undertaking is the greatest abuse of power in the history of mankind. If
the UK supports this act of abuse of power, then the world should turn its
back up on the UK, the world should cast down a shadow over the UK
and reject the UK from the community of mankind, the UK should be
openly punished before the eyes of humanity for humanity, for each and

every one of us. From a time before Christ….. A wise king known as
King Solomon was tasked with the fable of two women and a child. I
suggest you read it. I will fight for my daughter, I will lay down my life for
my daughter, I will see justice served if it is the last thing I do in my life.I
will not bow down the UK, I will never agree to the lies and frauds of the
UK. To that end..
Sir, Madam I am looking for two things:
1. Good international legal assistance
2. Good media coverage.
I am in possession of the perfect judgment sworn before the King of
Belgium, King Albert II as the omnipotent judgement. It is perfect at
every point of law. I want someone to force this judgement to be obeyed
in the UK. I openly offer 1,000,000 Euros to any person who get’s my
judgment enforced in full. If you would like to read the judgement…
I’ll send you a copy just ask me….
mr.nigel.cooper@gmail.com
Respectfully
Mr. Nigel Cooper
######################################
UK Caught Stealing Children
When I am asked to “prove” ??? the UK steals children for profit.. I reply!
How much information do you want? You need documents facts, books?
Tax returns? Companies House financial returns? All you have to do is
ask people here, each one of them can give you a big slice of this
information. There are bigger players who have been at this for many
years collecting and collating information. I am not just one person I am
one of 10′s of 1000′s of parents who have worked this out. It does not
take rocket science to do this, just a good head and a clear
understanding of public records. To put just one person into the picture..
“A single Doctor” This doctor who is actually not a doctor but a fake, her
company ( a doctor as a company).. make 43,000% yes forty three
thousand percent profit in a 12 month period.

Questions??? Why was this abnormal profit not investigated by HMRC
or Companies house, or whoever was paying the doctor for services
rendered why did they not ask. Then there are the so called M.P. for
families? Hold on a second is this the same M.P. how publicly boasts of
is prowess with women? Is this the same M.P. who “girl-friend” is a
director of a THE company that provides all of the IT infrastructure to the
foster homes and centers? Is this the same M.P. who ranted for so long
on a families bill that was nothing more than a whitewash of the facts. So
not the Core-IT directors and just “aquired” the group of people who form
expert witness’s.. So now the Social Services, have the doctors, the
legal teams, the so called expert witness’s and the judges all colluding?
You’ve got no idea what’ going on! each week some 250 to 300 children
are taken.. Yes a 1000 children a month taken for no reason other that
for profit. The SS staff take the children so they have a job, they pass it
up the chain to the legal teams have a job and make a profit, the courts
have their own budget that just get bigger and bigger. The foster homes,
cafcass teams, social workers, doctors, police, judges, and much more
are all involved is creating a vast financial turnover in children for profit.
Give the past figures and records, it dose not take too much effort to
extrapolate those figures into a future forecast. That forecast is damming
beyond belief, by the years 2020, at the rate the UK is stealing children,
they will be able to wholesale children like a commodity, like, gas, coal
and steal. Stealing children is very big money!
Hence my original statement.”
——————————————————
The following article is taken
from https://butlincat.wordpress.com/2013/05/04/nigel-cooper-update4513-letter-to-the-queen-belgian-royal-judgement/
“Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II Queen of England Buckingham Palace
London England … 29th April 2013
Reference (a) King Albert II royal assent judgment 14th March 2012
(below)
Reference (b) UK’s Mr. Moylan’s blatant refusal to obey the law. (below)
Ma’am,
My name is Mr. Nigel Cooper, a Belgian habitual resident of many

years. I am in possession of the judgment at reference (a). The
judgment is a Belgian judgment, an E.U. judgment and an International
judgment. It is also the continued binding to the ratification of the Hague
convention, the treaty of Rome and the Lisbon treaty that was recently
ratified and signed by your current Prime Minister Mr. David Cameron on
11th October 2011 in Lisbon, Portugal transferring pillar one of law to
Europe. I once served for you in the Royal Navy. I severed for twentytwo and a half years, [D175549N]. I went to war three times in your
name. I was abused in the Royal Navy when persons under your name
injected me with the bio-hazard “Anthrax” against the Geneva
convention! I was awarded thirteen medals in your name. I took my skills
to NATO where I continued to work for peace, freedom, democracy and
the law. I want to know why Mr. Andrew Moylan has the right to disobey
the law? As all officers of your courts draw their ultimate power from you,
I want to know why you have authorized the officers of your courts to
break the law? I am in possession of a lawful judgment served against
the UK. Your family courts have tried everything possible to stop me
enforcing my judgment. I have been lied to and I have had my civil rights
abused against my right as laid down in the Magna Charta. I have been
witness to the perversion of justice, perjury and fraud.
I have had my life threatened to a point where my address is no longer
disclosed. What I have been witness to is the greatest abuse of power in
the history of mankind. Ma’am, I want my judgment enforcing in full,
where the ultimate responsibility lay’s with you. As it is clearly sated in
the judgment: “everybody is supposed to obey the law”, Ma’am that is
you and I include. This letter exposes me to a potential act of treason
before you. That is, if I was a resident of your country; that is, if I hold
your passport; for which I longer wish to hold. I once believed in my
queen and country, I fought for the freedom of your country. Now your
families courts abuse the very man who was prepared to lay down his
life for that queen and country; when asked where I am from, at this
time, alas I am utterly ashamed to have to call myself British! Though I
write this letter to your personally, I write this letter in public, my
judgment is public for all to read, therefore every document generated in
the execution of this judgment is also public. This document has been
published publically in accordance with the law. Please enforce my
judgment and return my daughter in accordance with the law.
Respectfully
Mr. Nigel Cooper”
http://butlincat.wordpress.com/2013/07/15/nigel-cooper-update-15-july-

13/
From Nigel Cooper 15 July 2013
UK Caught Stealing Children ·
10 minutes ago ·
To the UK who is spying on me.. Ian Hailes of Sunderland Police,
the social services of the UK, the foul judicial system of the UK, the
perverted government of the UK, and to “others” in the UK how
have assisted in stealing a child.
To the RIGHT HONORABLE PRESIDENTIAL JUDGE: Xavier
Heirnaux
I write this to you openly in the eyes of God and state that I do not
have the money to return to Belgium, I do not have the money to
pay for a registered letter to your court, thus I hope and pray that
who ever reads this letter find it in their heart to print off and
address to:
Judge Xavier Heirnuax
County Court of Mons
7000
Hainuit
Belgium
Sir,
I stood before you in February 2011, I stood before you under the
open eyes of the law, I stood before you in truth before the eyes of
God, I came to you with clean hands. I gave to you all that I am in
truth , honesty, and in the search of justice. I gave to you the fact’s
of a stolen child, categorical evidence was presented to you in your
SEIZED court of the Hague. I laid my soul bear before you and sort
the mercy and justice of your court, the court of the Hague.
Sir, you never took your eyes off me, in fact I also know that before
your court you sat beside me outside of the court while I chatted to
my wife ; “Jadranka this is the last opportunity I have to prove my
innocence and that a crime has been committed ; I am placing all of
who I am in this court, failure is not an option”… Why did you sit
beside me? To see if I was a fake? To see if I was a liar and a
cheat? Why did you do that?
Sir, you spoke one sentence to me ; that was..”Mr. Nigel TRUST IN
BELGIUM JUSTICE”.
Sir, to this day I have honored your singular statement to me and
my wife, you were witness to the joys of my tears I shed before you.
I prayed and hoped that justice would be served, I waited with
baited breath daily for your response in the form of your
judgement. It came, 14th March 2012, Admissible, well founded,

and right by law, RETURN the child.
For the next 24 months I’ve witness to absolute abuse of power, the
perversion of justice ; I’d like to quote you in your comments to the
justice system of the UK: “Your can either, freely return the child,
or under duress, or the might of community law” ; Sir, those are
your words and NOT mine.
I recently wrote to you to request ENFORCEMENT of your
judgment, a HAGUE judgement, the highest court in the world. I
told my daughter I was going to see the highest judge in the world,
that being you as you represented the Hague, a court for mankind,
the community of mankind. I wrote with all honesty and truth, in the
search for justice.
Sir, you replied.. I was saddened beyond all realms of grief at your
comments for you to say to me, after you stance demanded the
return “freely, under duress or the full might of community law”, for
you to say that there was NOTHING you could do under the
separation of powers!
Sir, I have to ask you, did you lie to me, given the fact that you also
stated that your decision was made in all sovereign continence?
What you said to me was in your honor, to return my daughter, I
asked you to enforce your own judgement for which you have said
that you cannot, so did you lie to me when you made the order
demanding the return? Have you failed yourself in failing to force
duress? Have you failed yourself and the law in failing to uphold
the law?
I have to ask these questions as you ask me to trust in Belgium
justice which was you for which I have done and you have failed to
deliver on your promise and oath.
Sir, there is no justice upon this planet ; thus there is no point in
life if the law cannot be obeyed ; there is no point in having a police
force who is there to uphold the law if all they do is break the law ;
there is no point in having an armed force if that armed force is
used to prevent the course of justice ; there is no point to hold to a
sovereign vow if that vow and oath cannot be attained.
Given what I have said, I invite every parent to TAKE UP ARMS,
take back what is yours. If you so desire to classify this as an
incitement to riot then that is your wish, if you wish to classify this
as a declaration of WAR against the sovereign state of the United
Kingdom, then that is your right. If you wish to charge with
CONTEMPT of court I have to ask you, firstly sir you honor your
judgement, come to me with clean hands , show to the world that
you mean what you say and do as you say and don’t do 1/2 a job.
Let no man take from mankind the gift of mother nature, let alone a

judge or social worker.
Sir, you granted to my daughter her right to live freely with her
father, I have request that you ENFORCE for which you have bowed
your head before me and openly stated that you cannot, thus your
judgement was flawed, it was false, it was a lie. If you cannot do
what you said you would do, then sir, do not say it!
To every person who reads this, my last know address is Labinska
12, Zagreb 10000, Croatia. Though by the time documents are
raised to issue any warrant against me I will no longer be here. no
person will know my destination or for how long I will be there or if
I will even arrive. There will be no further communication from the
person once known as Nigel Cooper – The father, the guardian of
both primary and secondary custody rights of protection to my
daughter.
sir, you did not fail me, YOU failed my daughter for that act I have
no forgiveness for the law, I have no forgiveness for the mother
who stole a child, I have no forgiveness for the police or the social
services, I have no forgiveness for the governments in their direct
abuse of power.
Finally, do not judge me for I have nothing to repent.
—————————————————————see more: http://butlincat.wordpress.com/2013/06/17/nigel-cooperupdate-17-06-13/
Nigel Cooper: see much more, who did it, and vital comments:
“BANNED from the UK: NATO Security Consultant because the “UK
has been caught red handed stealing children”
http://punishmentwithoutcrime.wordpress.com/2013/03/11/bannedfrom-the-uk-nato-security-consultant-because-the-uk-has-beencaught-red-handed-stealing-children/

